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S TA C K I N G & B I F O L D D O O R S

STACKING & BIFOLD DOORS
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE WIDE OPEN
Aluminium Stacking and Bifold doors provide versatility giving your home the feeling of
space, providing ease of operation and require minimal opening area. The advantage of these
doors is their flexibility to be used to open up confined areas and improve the versatility and
functionality of your living environment. Letting in an abundance of natural light and ventilation
they offer easy access to the garden, terrace, patio or covered relaxation areas.

ELEGANCE

STACKING DOOR PRODUCT FEATURES

Stacking doors offer space
saving qualities

SECURITY
Mortised deadlock concealed inside the door
providing added protection against the would
be intruder. Features include: internally and
externally keyed, self latching, internal snib
deadlock, stylish colour co-ordinated pull
handles.

STRENGTH
A range of load bearing, interlocking mullions
are available to withstand windloads ranging
from the minimum requirements through to
extreme cyclonic weather conditions. Features
the exclusive slot rail system to prevent water
penetration.
COMPONENTS
All components are manufactured from noncorrosive materials. Door rollers feature
height adjustable stainless steel cage ball
bearings for smooth, long life operation.
Stainless steel screws are used throughout.

BEAUTY

RANGE
Choose between two, three, four and six
panel stacking doors to a maximum width
of 6.5 metres, all of which can be tastefully
coupled to window combinations to create
a window wall.
PERFORMANCE
Products are designed to meet the
performance criterion as stipulated in AS2047
and tested by NATA approved agencies. As a
member of the Australian Window Association
products are subject to third party audits
designed to ensure that the product matches
the publicised test results.
QUALITY
Certified to ISO9001. Audited bi-yearly to
ensure compliance.

BIFOLD DOOR PRODUCT FEATURES

Ten

RANGE
Bifold doors may include up to six bifolding
panels covering a width of 4.6 metres. An
advantage of the door system is that you are
able to nominate an active door leaf for easy
accessibility.

GLAZING
Glazed externally incorporating high tack
pressure tape adhering the glass to the frame
on contact. The best in water proofing
performance without compromising security.
The Bifold Door may incorporate a vast range
of glazing options to enhance the performance
and comfort characteristics of your home.

QUALITY
Certified to ISO9001. Audited bi-yearly to
ensure compliance.

COLONIAL BARS
A choice of either the integral glazing bar
or a stick on application is available. The
integral bar enables different glass substances
and bevelled glass to be incorporated in the
product design.

STYLE

TEN YE A R WARRANTY
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Stylish built-in
Mortised Deadlock

SECURITY
Mortised deadlocks with stylish handles that
are available in selected colours and are
internally and externally keyed. Concealed
flush bolts unobtrusively secure the door leafs
at the top and bottom of the frame.

